The Office of Title IX Initiatives invites all members of the campus community to attend one of our upcoming “Community Conversations,” in conjunction with the Office of Institutional Research and Analysis.

You will have the chance to learn more about:

- the University’s efforts to prevent and respond to sexual assault and misconduct;
- the findings of the AAU’s recent Campus Climate Survey on Sexual Assault and Misconduct; and
- how the AAU and other data is being translated into campus action.

You will also have the opportunity to ask questions and to share your thoughts, perspectives and ideas.

- **Campus Conversation on the AAU Survey Findings**
  - Tuesday, October 22 at 4:30pm
  - McKenna/Peter/Wright Room, Cohon University Center

- **Campus Conversation on the AAU Survey Findings**
  - Wednesday, November 13 at 5:00pm
  - Citrone Room (Room 5600), Tepper Building, Fifth Floor